
Society 
 
Her Story:  A Birthday Celebration – Eta    
Members created a fun and expressive script around three of the founding members with information 
gathered at a local historical library which houses DKG memorabilia.  The script included descriptions of 
their personalities, challenges, and other interesting details. 
 

The Heart Beat Began 1929…  Alpha Iota   
Five “stations” explored the music of the era, Annie’s Moments, DKG/Founders Bingo, Letters of 
Appreciation, and Global Awareness.  Members dressed in clothes of the area and ate food popular at 
that time. 
 
Season’s Greetings World Fellowship – Epsilon Phi    
Chapter members presented a program about the World Fellowship Committee.  After the program 

members wrote holiday greetings to those studying in the United States. 

 
Our “Big Sisters”:  Civic Organizations and Their Value – Beta Tau  
A local journalist spoke about the importance of organizations like DKG, the chapter founders, and the 

“Big Sisters.  “Big Sisters” are members who are appointed by zip codes to offer rides to every chapter 

member who needs transportation to a meeting.   

Getting to Know You and ASTEF – Nu  
Chapter members and an ASTEF representative gave a program about ASTEF and the value of chapter 

contributions.  The chapter’s ASTEF funded project provided books for the students of a local school. 

Members volunteered at the Book Fair and other student-centered activities. 

 
 What I Did This Summer – Theta Kappa  
Chapter members submitted vacation and summer-activity pictures to the president, who assembled 

them into a PowerPoint, which was viewed at the first meeting.  This gave members a fun opportunity 

to get to know each other. 

 

Holiday Mixer – Lambda Omicron  

The intent of the program was to bring chapter members together in fellowship with potential new 

members, as well as  to participate in a fund raiser.  Members shared their experiences in DKG and 

answered questions. 

 

Laughter in Class – Beta Lambda  
Members were invited to write a story of a humorous event that occurred while they were teaching.  

They presented the stories,  which were later compiled into a booklet for publication 

 

Tour the DKG Archives at TWU – Mu Epsilon 

Members visited the DKG archives at TWU.  The reference specialist gave suggestions to help members 

determine what should be archived and encouraged updating chapter histories.  


